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In you opinion, what are the key
topics for the international satellite
telecommunications sector to address
today?

Lots of new developments are underway
along the whole value chain in the satellite
industry. In the first place, this will be the latest
success/failures stories in the development of
non-GEO constellations. We all know that some
of such initiatives fell through, for example,
LeoSat, some have actively started launching
satellites, with still many doubts on business
models and CPEs affordability; some just have
joined the club. A hot topic has been the
sector of ground equipment: this will be rapid
consolidation of satellite modems vendors
happened in just half a year time. Deals
involving iDirect / Newtec and Comtech / UHP /
Gilat are surely the talk of the town. In the end
user segment many people still ask themselves
if the integration of satellite and terrestrial
networks can be successful, especially, in the
coming 5G age. For us – traditional operators
of satellites in geostationary orbit (GEO) –
it is most important to find new sources of
revenue. We are interested in new markets,
ideas, solutions, cooperation and applications
which may help us to keep the customers and
even reinforce revenue growth.

There will undoubtedly be a lot of talk
about how some of the traditional
operators in Geostationary Orbit (GEO)
may look to supplement what they are
doing in LEO. How would you describe
your operator’s non-GEO strategy?

Actually, RSCC was one of the first GEO
satellite operators that started planning its
own proprietary non-GEO constellation long
before this has become a hype. RSCC non-GEO
fleet of Express-RV satellites will be located
in Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO) and will be
regional, covering northern latitude. Our
fundamental strategy is to improve the quality
of GEO services we provide across Russia using
new capabilities and applications offered by
HEO. These are new sources of income for us.
In the countries like Russia, located in
the Northern hemisphere, polar orbits open
great opportunities for providing mobility
applications, expanding digital inclusion of
the communities leaving above the Polar
Circle, as well as increasing quality of service
and availability of communications services to
people and business. Moreover we plan to use
Express-RV satellites to improve availability of
broadcasting service in the North, and provide
satellite digital radio with nationwide coverage
for the first time in Russia.
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Do you think operators can survive by
just having a pure GEO strategy going
forward?

and serving subscriber’s connection to Edge
or even directly to Core in 5G ecosystem.
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It really depends on the market they serve,
and how solid are their service offerings
to customers. Traditional GEO satellites are
too good for a number of applications like
broadcasting, consumer broadband, enterprise
networks, and digital inclusion programs. But
non-GEO is a real breath of fresh air for the
industry, as they allow opening new revenue
pockets in certain regions or verticals. So a
regional non-GEO constellation, like the one
RSCC is planning, will be a real game changer
for traditional players. This will be a great
opportunity for a regional GEO operator to
leverage its deep knowledge of domestic
markets and open new revenue niches.
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In Russia RSCC has always been the largest
supplier of satellite broadcasting. Currently
three DTH platforms are using our satellites,
our Direct-To-Operator platform distributes
commercial TV channels to cable headends and
Direct-To-Terrestrial (DTT) service distributes
nationwide programming to FTA towers
all across the country. Apart from satellite
capacity, we offer services to process video
signals, deliver broadcasting transport streams,
and arrange live feeds and transmissions.

SpaceX started launching its Starlink
satellites. Is this good or bad news for
the conventional satellite industry? Will
a noticeable part of the customers of
’traditional’ GEO operators migrate to
them?

Although satellite telecommunications is a
reliable means of distributing video because
it can cover vast geographic territories, the
current video market is more and more leaning
toward streaming. Being aware of this, we
devoted last year to the development and
testing of our proprietary solution aimed at
effective use of satellite capacity for streaming.
As a result, we will be able to offer a broader
range of services.

As the second oldest satellite operator in
the world established more than half a century
ago, RSCC pays special attention to all new
players. This is not the first time that we come
across plans to create global constellations. But
since the previous attempt telecom landscape
has been dramatically changed, as well as
satcom industry and the markets all over the
world. The current iteration continues to be
affected by too many obstacles: technological,
financial, business-related and regulatory.
Therefore, it would be premature to predict
any success stories for global non-GEO megaconstellations.
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A lot has been spoken about the video
market, and with the onset of OTT it
may no longer be the growth market
that many hoped it would be. How does
you company assess the video market
today? Do you think it will remain
relatively robust?
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What new markets are you targeting,
like 5G, Connected Transportation, etc.?

RSCC is a well-established satellite operator
with a long history, solid customer base, vast
service portfolio and well-balanced revenues
from domestic and international sales, as well
as from pure capacity sales and value added
services across most of industry verticals. In fact,
truly new markets are not so numerous while
the verticals remain nearly unchanged. But
thanks to development of space and ground
segment, satellites can offer higher quality
or reduce costs. Therefore, we are definitely
targeting all 5G related applications, which
require broadband or even narrowband
connectivity in the areas or situations where
terrestrial service is out of reach, or when a
satellite can do the job better than others, like
broadcasting. Since we have been working on

How do you see the evolution of your
business over the next three to four
years? How will it change?

In 2024 we expect to have our GEO satellite
fleet with traditional wide beam and HTS spot
beam satellites, enhanced by a regional Highly
Elliptical Orbit (HEO) HTS constellation. We
expect to provide connectivity, backhauling
and broadcasting services across fixed and
mobility user segments, as well as end-toend IoT, connected transport applications
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expanding our broadband mobility applications
and now operate more than 350 maritime
vessels, we plan to enhance our product
portfolio for mobility users in the sea, air or land.

to optimism.
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customers, a tight-knit, professional and
creative team the manager trusts, then he or

Do you believe the ground piece for
example, antennas, is keeping up with
operators' ambitions?

Dear Ms. Drozdova, RSCC is a national
Signatory
of
the
Intersputnik
International Organization of Space
Communications for Russia. Next
year Intersputnik will celebrate
its 50th anniversary. How can you
describe today’s level of cooperation
between RSCC and this international
organization, and what do you think
about prospects of its expansion?

In fact we see a lot of real R&D, testing and
improvements made by existing vendors and
new players. At least a dozen companies are at
work on ESFPA or active/passive phased arrays
with a view to making antenna equipment
smaller and cheaper. The apex has already
been reached and we see that certain leaders
are on the right path to success. The question

You know, the question you are asking is

be because now it seems that a satellite terminal
will not be a consumer grade product. But such

your mom or dad? The point is that RSCC
and Intersputnik have been together and

non-GEO operators capture the cellular market.
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Intersputnik at its Directorate, and we maintain
professional and friendly relations with them.
RSCC’s cooperation with Intersputnik is
multifaceted. Up to the end of the 90s RSCC

Why do you think that today is the right
time to be a top manager of a satellite
operator? Simply put, why are you
optimistic?

was Intersputnik that was selling the resources

If a top manager has a clear-cut development
strategy, an understanding of the market,
close communication with the industry and
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situation has radically changed over the last
20 years. Today RSCC’s commercial division
is considered to be one of the world’s best
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Intersputnik. Could you please tell us
what this program is aimed at and what

as proven by our international awards. In
2019 RSCC became one of the three leaders
of the Russian Federation exporting hi-tech
services. At the same time, our relations are
not only measured by 700 MHz of satellite
resources and the use of RSCC’s infrastructure
by Intersputnik: together we are looking for
growth areas, sharing ideas and making plans.
It is important that lately the set of like-minded
professionals has grown: at all times we keep
in touch with our Belarusian, Azerbaijani, and
German colleague operators. It is noteworthy
that Intersputnik Members and Signatories

The business development program
was initially aimed at promoting satellite
telecommunications services in Intersputnik’s
tender showed that many bidders acted in
a perfunctory manner when preparing the
required package of documents and did not
clearly understand that the program was no
commercial project serving the interests of
all Intersputnik members. In this connection
it is especially pleasant that IsatCom from

America to South-East Asia, and it is sometimes
operators have joined our brainstorming yet. In
January 2020 we launched “Intersputnik.Online”,
the Operations Committee’s web-portal to
exchange information and projects and
describe the cultural diversity and beauty of
the member-countries of Intersputnik. We are
at work on a platform for internal communication
among Operations Committee members.
I think that shortly we will start testing the
system and will be able to overcome the time
zone factor.

a loan, has build a VSAT network in the country
and established a satellite system for remote
regions using the cash received. Believe me,
it is very important for the tender board to
opportunities and made someone happier.

problem is that a technological startup as such
cannot pay back within three years. During
the investment phase and customization it is
likely to have a negative return. These are highrisk investments but they sow creativity which
is exactly what the program seeks to achieve.
We are now closely studying this question
to further discuss it with the members of the
Operations Committee and hammer out a
common standpoint for business.

are not only the Chairperson of
11 You
Intersputnik’s Operations Committee

but also head the tender board which
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Development of Satellite Telecommunications Business in the MemberCountries recently launched by
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